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1: Smashwords â€“ How to Fight Loneliness with Bible Verses - A book by Miriam Kinai - page 2
After a while - thank God - I'd be reminded of the light at the mouth of the cave. I knew if I held on things would improve
and I could get there again.

Print Sermon The purpose of this website is to provide free sermon manuscripts and sermon videos to pastors
and missionaries throughout the world, especially the Third World, where there are few if any theological
seminaries or Bible schools. These sermon manuscripts and videos now go out to about 1,, computers in over
countries every year at www. Hundreds of others watch the videos on YouTube, but they soon leave YouTube
and come to our website. YouTube feeds people to our website. The sermon manuscripts are given in 40
languages to about , computers each month. The sermon manuscripts are not copyrighted, so preachers can use
them without our permission. Please click here to learn how you can make a monthly donation to help us in
this great work of spreading the Gospel to the whole world, including the Muslim and Hindu nations.
Whenever you write to Dr. Hymers always tell him what country you live in, or he cannot answer you. The
Disciples had obviously prayed when they cast out demons on previous occasions. But now they were
confronted by a stronger one that would not yield to prayer alone. And now I will give you a second reason
why those two words should be retained. This I believe with all my heart and mind! My wife and I climbed
Mount Sinai several years ago. When we came down the mountain, we were given a tour of St. It is located
near the foot of Mt. It has a dark and spooky Eastern Orthodox church building, built in the 6th century. A pile
of human skulls over six feet high is in one corner â€” the skulls of the various monks who have lived there
over the centuries. The full skeleton of one monk is chained to the front door. In the dimly lit sanctuary,
candles flicker, and ostrich eggs hang from the ceiling. Then that manuscript was purchased by the British. My
wife and I saw it, on another trip, in the British Museum in London. Virtually all the changes in it were based
on the manuscript from St. All of the modern translations are from the Westcott and Hort Greek text. So, when
you read a modern translation, you are reading that hand-written copy which Tischendorf took from St.
Furthermore, I believe that Satan protected this manuscript until modern times â€” and then released it to
poison all of our translations in this end-time apostasy. Did you ever wonder why there has been no national
revival in America since ? Christian people stopped fasting after the Westcott and Hort Bible became popular.
Before that there were God-sent revivals about every ten years! George Whitefield, Howell Harris, Jonathan
Edwards, and all the preachers of that great revival completely agreed with John Wesley that fasting added to
prayer is extremely important! Then think of the Second Great Awakening. What about the great preachers
then? John Angell James fasted. They had great revivals, and they fasted and prayed for them. Fasting was so
common back then that President Abraham Lincoln called for a national day of fasting and prayer during the
Civil War. And the revival of came in a prayer meeting, where men who were fasting came together to pray.
Spurgeon was the greatest preacher of the Third Great Awakening. Spurgeon fasted often, and preached
sermons about fasting and prayer! The people of Wales were noted for prayer and fasting. That was also true
of the revival on the Island of Lewis, off the coast of Scotland, in , where two old blind ladies fasted and
prayed until God sent revival! All of the old Christian patriarchs of China fasted and prayed. They were taught
to do so by the great pioneer missionary James Hudson Taylor The powerful evangelist John Sung saw
mighty revival in China shortly before the Communists took over. Sung prayed and fasted constantly. The
Chinese patriarch Wang Mingdao spent twenty-two years in prison for preaching the Gospel. He too
constantly fasted and prayed. Allen Yuan also spent over 20 years in prison for preaching the Gospel. He
constantly fasted and prayed. Samuel Lamb , Moses Xie and others served the Lord in prison by fasting and
prayer. Then,in the s, God poured forth a tsunami of revival which continues to this day! The American Bible
Society estimates that there are about conversions every hour, 24 hours a day, in China â€” about 17, Christian
conversions every day! They still fast and pray on a regular basis, and God answers them. My old Chinese
pastor for 23 years was Dr. He always carried an old Chinese Bible he had for more than sixty years. It was
not influenced by Westcott and Hort. The words were not removed. Lin fasted and prayed throughout his
ministry. I saw his church literally explode in revival, with hundreds of young people pouring into it in only a
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few months. I know that some people will think I have gone too far in demeaning the modern translations.
There is a kind of devil [demon] that will not go out by ordinary prayer, there must be added to that pleading
something by which our zeal shall be yet further increased: The vilest sin is rampant â€” sin of which we dare
not speak, it is so vile; how is it that we cannot cast this out? Why could we not cast these vile forces out?
What devil [demon] is this that has got into them? Why cannot we cast him out? What is the problem that is
confronting us today? I feel increasingly, that as we examine this truly, we shall see that the kind of problem
facing us is altogether deeper and more desperate than that which has confronted the Christian church for
many a long century Martyn Lloyd-Jones, M. He said that new translations do not touch the problem. He said
that gospel tracts and mass evangelistic crusades are not bringing the lost into our churches. I believe that he
was right about all of this. Lost people do not see their need for the churches today. They do not feel that they
are sinful and need to be forgiven. William Glasser, a prominent psychiatrist, made this surprising statement in
his book The Identity Society, All symptoms, whether psychological or psychosomatic, and all aggressive,
irrational behavior are products of loneliness and are companions to the lonely, suffering people who struggle
for identity, but do not succeed quoted in J. Glasser was exactly right! If we do not provide relief from
loneliness, we cannot expect many lost people to be interested in coming into our churches! Timothy Lin , my
long-time pastor at the Chinese Baptist church, knew this! He was an older man, from the mainland of China,
but he was a man who spent a lot of time fasting and praying. And God showed him the importance of curing
loneliness as means of bringing in lost young people. We have to make the church their second home. In the s
that church did what Dr. Lin said, and hundreds of young people came out of the world and into the church.
And the church experienced God-sent revival. Some people tend to forget that all of those things happened
under Dr. But I have to stop here and give a word of caution. We must not think that prayer and fasting will
automatically produce revival â€” or many conversions. He is a real person, who should be treated with great
respect, and reverence. In another sermon, Spurgeon said, I am not sure whether we have not lost a great
blessing in the Christian church by giving up fasting Next Saturday we will have another fast day, until 5: So
pray for drawings, and also for real conversions. If you are not yet converted, I tell you that Jesus loves you.
He died on the Cross to pay the penalty for our sin. His Blood was poured out on that Cross to cleanse us from
all sin. He rose bodily from the dead to give you life. Focus your heart and mind on Jesus alone - bleeding and
dying on the Cross to save you! He will save you from sin, death, and Hell!
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2: Deliverance from loneliness
Powerful deliverance prayer against the spirit of depression & loneliness. Father God, today I come into your holy
presence to humbly ask you for your help, during my life I have been afflicted.

Deliverance Helps - Deliverance Prayers Forgiveness, Confessions and Prayers Fathers, I confess that in the
past I have held unforgiveness, sometimes bitterness and resentment in my heart against certain people who
have hurt or disappointed me. I now recognize this as sin and confess it as sin, for you have said in your Word
that if we confess our sin, you are faithful and just forgive us our sins and to cleanse us of all unrighteousness
1John 1: I now freely forgive all these people and ask you to bless them if they are living. I also forgive
myself for all my many faults and failures for you have freely forgiven me. Thank You, Father for freedom
from the load of unforgiveness, bitterness and resentment. In Jesus Name, Amen. Confessions of Contact with
the Occult Father, I confess to You, that in the past, through ignorance, curiosity or willfulness, I have come
into contact with certain occult things. Specifically I do confess as sin and renounce all contacts, which I have
had with the following occult things: I also renounce and confess as sin any false oaths, which I may have
made to any false god and any idolatry in which I have been involved. I renounce Satan and all his demons; I
declare them to be my enemies and I want them out of my life completely. In the name of Jesus Christ I now
claim deliverance from any and all evil spirits, which may be in me. Once and for all I close the door in my
life to all occult practices and command all connected and related spirits to leave me now. Breaking Curses In
the name of Jesus Christ I break any and all curses placed against me by witchcraft and command the curses
and spirits from them to return to senders. Psalm In the name of Jesus Christ I break any curses of rejection
from the womb or illegitimacy which may be in my family, even back to ten generations on both sides of
family. In the name of Jesus Christ, I now renounce, break and loose myself from all demonic subjection;
from any ungodly soul ties to my mother, father, grandparents or any other person, living or dead, who have
ever dominated or controlled me, in any way which is contrary to will of God and the Word of God. I thank
you Lord for Setting me free. I also repent and ask you to forgive me if I have ever dominated or controlled
some other person in the wrong way. Renunciation of Psychic Bondage In the name of Jesus Christ I now
renounce, break and loose myself and all my descendants, from all psychic heredity, demonic holds, psychic
powers, bondage, bonds of physical or mental illness, or curses which may be upon my family line as a result
of sins, transgressions, iniquities, occult or psychic involvements of myself, my parents or any of my ancestors
my spouse, any and all ex-spouses, or their parents, or any of their ancestors. In the name of Jesus Christ I now
renounce, break and loose myself and all my descendant from all evil curses, charms, vexes, spells, jinxes,
psychic power, bewitchments, witchcrafts or sorcery which may have been put upon me or my family line;
from any person or persons or from any occult or psychic source. I renounce all connected and related spirits
and command them to leave me now. I thank you Lord Jesus for setting me free. Cutting Evil Soul Ties Father
I break and renounce, cut and break all evil soul ties, which I may have with, lodges, religious system,
adulterer, drunkards, close friends, cults, etc. I ask You, Father, to send Your angels to break, cut and sever all
fetters, bands, chains, ties and bonds of whatever sort the enemy has managed to place on my mind by word or
deed. I ask You to loose into me and my family the spirits of the Lord: Restoration of Fragmented Soul Father,
I ask you in the name of Jesus Christ to send out angels to gather up the fragments of my soul and restore them
to their rightful place in me. Restore all the pieces of my fragmented mind, will, emotions, appetite, intellect,
heart, and personality. Bring them all into proper and original positions where they belong. Confessions of
Sins of the Fathers In accordance with Leviticus 26, I do now confess the sins of my ancestors: I claim
forgiveness because of the provisions in 1John 1: I command all spirits associated with these to leave me and
my family and go wherever Jesus wants to send them. You know all my problems, all things that drive,
torment, defile, and harass me. I now loose myself from every dark spirit, from every evil influence, from all
satanic bondage and from every spirit in me, which is not a spirit of God. I command all such spirits to leave
me now in the Name of Jesus Christ. I confess that my body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, redeemed,
cleansed and sanctified by the blood of Jesus Christ. Therefore, Satan has no more place in me, no more power
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over me because of the blood of Jesus. This places me high above you, principalities, powers, thrones,
dominions, world rulers, rulers of darkness, kings, princes and every other angelic rank under your command.
I take authority from the third heaven where I am sated in Christ and remind all evil spirits that you must obey
when I call your name or your family name. You are to come out of the people and go to wherever Jesus sends
you.
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3: A Cry for Deliverance
ðŸ”´Beautiful Relaxing Music LIVE 24/7: Music for Stress Relief. Meditation Music. Spa music Meditation Relax Music
watching Live now.

Contact Deliverance Prayer This is a prayer designed to help lead a Christian through the process of
deliverance. A guideline by which one can use to set them free from whatever stronghold has set itself up
against them because of what oppression, abuse, or, mistreatment in their life may have caused them. Pulling
down emotional strongholds of fear, anxiety, unworthiness, depression etc. I proclaim that Jehovah creator of
the heavens and the earth is my God, and my spiritual Father. Yahweh I rededicate my life afresh unto You
this minute and seat myself afresh under the jurisdiction of Your power and authority, Your protection and
rules. By my faith in JesusChrist and my belief that You are able, I petition You Father to bring healing and
deliverance to every area of my life that is in bondage to the consequences of what my sins have brought upon
to me and Father rescind every legal right the devil is claiming a legal right to torment me or oppress my soul.
I submit every part of me my body, soul, spirit, emotions, needs, desires, hurts, and oppressions into Your
hands for this work of healing and deliverance to take place. I appoint You to have the highest precedence of
authority and jurisdiction over every part of me and over every sin, stronghold, emotional wall, root and work
the devil has against me. Your will be done Father in delivering me from everything that binds, restricts,
controls and robs me of my peace not mine, or the devils. Unite my spirit to Your Spirit Father. Strengthen me
in Your strength. Fill my body from the bottom of my toes to the top of my head with the warm, alive,
anointed, atoning, blessed, victorious, sanctified, consecrated blood that Jesus Christ shed for me at Calvary.
Cleanse every part of me including my stomach, intestines, and bowels with Youranointed Holy Spirit and the
power that is in the blood of Jesus Christ. Purge every work of oppression from me. I claim my authority over
all power of the enemy by the authority Jesus has given me in Luke Father I petition You to change my very
nature this day from being sinful, to being righteous. From being in bondage to negative emotions, mental
anguish and oppressive living to living in victory as a new creation by the fruit of Your Holy Spirit. Speak
forth the changes you are looking for God to bring to Your life and claim them for yourself before God Father
I forgive afresh every person who has ever sinned against me and I repent afresh every sin I have ever
committed. Forgive me Abba for every person I have hurt by action, word, or deed. Ask God to bring to your
mind anything, or anyone you need to forgive, ask forgiveness for, renounce, repent of etc, and do it before
you continue. I take authority over every spirit that has set itself up over the strongholds and oppressions of
my life and I command each of these spirits, especially the strongman, bound and rendered powerless. Name
each spirit by name that you discern you need deliverance from and which you are wanting bound and
rendered powerless. I command each spirit blocked from drawing, or receiving any power from any other
spirit, or source, and blocked from lending any power to any other spirit. Take your time with each part and do
not move on to the next part until you feel, or the Holy Spirit impresses upon to you that what needed to be
said was said. That any agreement, invitation,or open door you gave to this spirit to come into your life is now
rescinded and nullified. Let it be known to that spirit that you will no longer be complacent and allow it to
manipulate you and your emotions any longer. Pull down and demolish the strongholds that have formed
against you and petition God in the name of Jesus Christ to uproot every negative influence that has
contributed to you believing that this emotion has had a power over you, or that this emotion should hold
power over you. I command the strongholds you have built over my life spirit of fear pulled down this very
moment and demolished, and I command your every root and work of oppression against me uprooted and
burnt up in the fire that the Holy Spirit has burning in my life. And whatever else you feel led to speak out at
this point. Sometimes this is exactlywhat some people need to do. To finally get mad at the oppressions that
have been ruling over them and to take an authoritative stance. Some people have a hard time to stand up for
themself because of the type of person they are and because of how the oppressions of their life have subdued
them. Then invite God to help you have that victory, to help teach you new coping skills, to help teach you
how to trust in God more for your needs in that no emotion shall ever again rule over and distort the harmony
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of your life. If you feel the victory over this spirit at this time praise Him for that also. You want to nullify the
curse of whatever negative emotion has set itself up and against your life, and which satan is dominating and
manipulating your life by and replace it with a blessing from God. Expelling the bad and replacing it with the
good. Closing a door to the devil and opening one for God. Then continue reading out this prayer. I proclaim
every legal right satan had to impose oppression and bondage in my life revoked, rescinded and taken away
from him. I proclaimmy freedom from the sins and emotional strongholds that had held part of me in bondage.
I decree the weapons satan had used against me, destroyed. Abba I request to receive intercession from the
power which is in the name and the Blood of Jesus Christ in that each word, each request and each command
spoken in this prayer shall be expedited and finalized by You. Father sanction and release a double portion of
Your anointing into my life and into the requests of my prayers.
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4: Pray Of Loneliness For Companionship
Regardless of whether you are a widow or a widower, a spinster or a senior bachelor, separated or divorced, alone in
your thirties or sixties, understand that you have to combine spiritual and social interventions to form your own holistic
deliverance ministry to fight loneliness.

George is a lonely man. They run into problems because of He hopes to have a place of his own someday.
Lennie is not lonely, but he is isolated. Part of the reason for his isolation is that he gets into trouble with
others, by doing things that upset people, though Lennie is innocent of any ill-intent. They are run out of the
town of Weed because George tries to touch the soft dress of a girl. The gesture is misunderstood, and the pair
have to flee. Because of the Great Depression of the s, many people had lost their jobs and homes. Because of
this there was a great migration of people moving across the country, looking for work. Because George and
Lennie are like so many others in the country, they have no place to call home and must move to find
workâ€”or to avoid trouble Lennie has inadvertently caused. It is a lonely life living on the road and moving
frequently. The bunk house is like a hotel: One wall is made up of a large door. The other three walls are
covered with windows. There is a table in the middle and a stove to the side. This is a place where people
come and go. Being in the company of others does not guarantee that one will not be lonely. Loneliness is a
way of life that the men at the ranch understand better than the friendship that binds Lennie to George. Even
Slim, who is usually sympathetic and understanding, expresses surprise. The tragedy at the end of the story is
due in large part to her need to talk with someone, to connect to another human being. She does not like her
husband and is full of ideas of what her life could have been like had she not married Curley. When Lennie
says he cannot talk to her, she responds: Lastly, Crooks must be the loneliest, most alienated person on the
ranch. He is black, in a widely racist society. An old man, he lives alone, working the stables and bunking in
the harness room. This is a story of great loneliness and isolation. Even in the midst of all that George does for
Lennie, his only reward is caring for another man, never finding a place of his own or companionship.
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5: Prayer to Renounce Rejection | Truth in Reality
A Prayer In Times Of Loneliness And Depression. Lord I feel so lonely at times that I am becoming more and more
depressed.. when I am left on my own, with no one to talk to.. and I find that I am trying to fill my life with activities and
people - which do not address the root issue of my loneliness or what I am going through.

It gnaws at our sense of reality, and can lead to depression and a sense of hopelessness. We may feel
abandoned and sometimes rejected. There are root causes such as death, separation or loss of a loved one.
There could also be a change that comes upon you because of illness, unemployment or divorce. Loneliness
may mean that you are being attacked by Satan. God can intervene in your life and cleanse and heal your
heart! You will not suffer from loneliness again since God will be sufficient for you. He will keep you in His
peace. Loneliness can have a greater impact on lifespan than obesity. Some people are afraid to venture out
and meet others, knowing that that effort will most likely result in rejection. Many people suffer with
loneliness. They may work in large urban centers or may have hundreds of friends on Facebook, but they are
still lonely. One of the reasons this happens is because we in society forget one another. And these things, as
God designed them, are good, and good to want and work for. We may not say we believe that, but we often
live as if we do, evidenced by feeling entitled to certain things even a certain standard of living. Loneliness is
one of the most universal sources of human suffering today. It is the root of a lot of symptoms: In order to
descend from the hole of stifling loneliness, we are inclined to run away from it. Our loneliness drives us away
from ourselves into tired friendships and bad relationships. Nothing seems to satisfy our deepest cravings for
unity and wholeness. Loneliness makes us cling to others in desperation. Many human relationships are like
the interlocking fingers of two hands. Our loneliness makes us cling to each other, and this mutual clinging
makes us suffer immensely because it does not take our loneliness away. But the harder we try, the more
desperate we become. Human relationships are meant to be like two hands folded together. They can move
away from each other while still touching with the fingertips. They can create space between themselves, a
little tent, a home, a safe place to be. True relationships among people point to God. They are like prayers in
the world. Sometimes the hands that pray are fully touching, sometimes there is distance between them. They
always move to and from each other, but they never lose touch. They keep praying to the One who brought
them together. Instead of running away from our loneliness we have to turn it into fruitful solitude. Solitude is
the garden for our hearts, which yearn for love. It is the place where our aloneness can bear fruit. It is the
home for our restless bodies and anxious minds. Solitude, whether it is connected with a physical space or not,
is essential for our spiritual lives. It is not an easy place to be, since we are so insecure and fearful that we are
easily distracted by whatever promises immediate satisfaction. Solitude is not immediately satisfying, because
in solitude we meet our demons, our addictions, our feelings of lust and anger, and our immense need for
recognition and approval. I am with you, and I will guide you through the valley of darkness. He spent 20
years in isolation. When he left it he took his solitude with him and shared it with all who came to him. People
described him as balanced, gentle, and caring. He had become Christlike: We think of solitude as a place
where we gather new strength to continue the ongoing competition in life. Rather it is the place of conversion,
the place where the old self dies and the new self is born. Solitude reveals that there is an Other who directs
our lives, who has plans for us, who wants happiness and salvation for the world. Solitude is the place where
God reveals Himself as God-with-us, our Source and Purpose of our existence. In solitude, we leave behind
our plans, our opinions and enter into the presence of our loving God: Solitude is a place of prayer. Prayer
makes us contemplative and attentive. This gift is entirely within our reach. You cease to grab but caress; you
no longer examines but admire. Your new prayer life means to think and live in the presence of God. This
requires praying not as self-centered monologue but as a God-centered dialogue. God knows our minds and
hearts. Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. One practical approach is every
night before going to sleep, we meditate on a Bible passage. The text will go with us through the night and
stay with us. We can then meditate on the same text during the next day for an hour or so. Instead of
wondering if we agree or disagree, we should wonder which words are directly spoken to us. Prayer and
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discipline belong together. You really have to force yourself to be quiet. Meditating is easier during a time
when your mind is more peaceful. It is possible to see God through Jesus Christ. Before long you train your
mind to be quiet: We can only be found by Him. God then plays a very active roll: God starts to speak to us
during this empty time. The ultimate healing of loneliness comes from our relationship with God. They
believe that God has the answer to all their prayers. Persistent prayer is answered because those who believe
actually expect to be healed by God, so they continually ask until they receive. After receiving the beginning
of healing, you must pray: Thanking God, before the healing happens, strengthens your faith. It is this inner
sanctuary, this secret place, this throne room, where God is at the center of all things and yet in such a quiet,
unobtrusive elusive way. We graduate into an hour in an afternoon every week. We may have to write it down
on our calendar in order to set time aside. Initially it may feel that we are simply wasting our time, especially
when we are bombarded with a thousand thoughts. Later we receive less and less distractions. Active waiting
means being fully present to the moment: Then, very soon, we start missing these moments when we are
deprived of our quiet time. Theresa said that one should not expect anything special, but expect everything.
We begin to learn that our own existence is derived completely from God. This is a true conversion
experience. When God exists, all that is, flows from God. Anywhere else is illusionary. That is where the love
of each other emanates because He has first loved us. God has given us a heart that will remain restless until it
has found full communion with Him. The whole world can belong to you. So if your life is empty, fill it with
Christ. You are never left alone when you are alone with God. Put the Kingdom of God first and all else will
come. Cling to your life and you will lose it. Let the Spirit teach you to be satisfied with the fact that you have
eternal life and will be with Jesus forever. The more you delight in God, the greater joy and satisfaction there
is! Our loneliness may even have been started in childhood when you were constantly by yourself. Your
enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in
the faith. Are you continually argumentative or contraryâ€”usually on the verge of anger?
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6: 8 Steps to Permanently Cure Loneliness â€“ Yawn Central
DELIVERANCE FROM LONELINESS 2. November 10, roaudet Leave a comment. LONELINESS IS SERIOUS. It
gnaws at our sense of reality, and can lead to depression and a.

Loneliness is no laughing matter. We all go through occasional bouts of loneliness, however, chronic
loneliness is a serious problem. Previous studies have shown that 1 in 10 people in the UK are lonely,
however, a study suggests loneliness may be on the rise. Loneliness is a Serious Problem Aside from the
horrible feeling you experience, loneliness has a host of harmful health effects including sleep deprivation, it
raises your cortisol levels, increases risk of dementia, increases chances of heart disease and cancer, and may
contribute to premature death. These steps are made to permanently cure your loneliness and address all the
factors that bring about its development. These are meant for people with chronic loneliness who feel like they
are trapped in an inescapable bubble of emptiness. If you do all the steps in this guide and stick to them, you
will solve your problem of chronic loneliness. If you are not serious about making a change, I urge you to stop
reading and not waste your time. Set goals that matter to you. Do things that matter to you. Do things that you
enjoy. This is not selfishness, its learning to love yourself. Be proud of your strengths and accept your flaws
This goes for loving yourself not only for all your strengths, but most importantly, your flaws. Seek for
improvement but learn to accept your idiosyncrasies and physical flaws. I have two front teeth that are a little
crooked. At first I thought about getting braces for them and even went as far as consulting with a dentist. In
the end I felt like it was a part of myself and I decided that I wanted to keep them. People would sometimes
notice them, but that is the most of it. As I have learned to like this unique part of myself, so did the people
close to me. We all have our own unique physical flaws and in some way its what makes us attractive. Learn
to laugh at yourself Learn to make fun of yourself. Do not mistake over-defensive attitude as loving yourself.
Over-defensiveness stems from insecurities that stem from lying to yourself. Nothing says love more than
honesty. Part of accepting your flaws is being relaxed enough to accept playful criticism from people and from
yourself. That being said, there are some people who are just condescending and very negative. Find ways to
distance yourself from them. Do not seek vengeance or argue with them. It will only make it harder to distance
yourself from them. Get to know yourself The overall essence of this step is to get to know yourself. Because
by knowing yourself do you learn to love yourself. By knowing yourself, you learn to be proud of your
strengths. By knowing yourself, you learn accept your flaws. By knowing yourself, you learn to celebrate
yourself, and as you grow with yourself you will have the realization that you do not need someone else to feel
complete. Unfortunately, one thing about people is people do not change. That is, unless faced with emotional
pain. If you are not feeling pain, whatever is written here will most likely have no effect on you. You should
stop reading and avoid wasting anymore of your time. If you are in fact in pain and you want change, you can
use that pain to inspire yourself to make a change. Create a symbol of your promise Make it meaningful.
Places that hold significant meaning in our hearts have tremendous power to influence how we perceive our
life. One gift and curse we possess as humans is the capability to forget. It is a gift because we forget about
our painful memories, its as curse because we forget those painful memories and repeat our past mistakes.
Sometimes its best to take a piece of a memory with you to refresh the root of your drive to change. Taking a
leaf from your favorite tree, a remembrance of a place you want to be in. Or you can take a piece of that
painful place you want to leave behind. Take a piece of it with you, so you can use it as a beacon to steer away
from it. When you are feeling weak, hold this relic and you will find the power to go on. Its up to you to
decide what will drive you the most. After all, This is your journey. It may be a common goal, but you get to
decide your own path. They think loneliness is in their head, when it fact its caused by physical conditions.
Sleep deprivation and lack of activity can trigger anxiety, depression and it can certainly make an individual
feel lonely. Also there is something very lonely about not seeing the sun. This condition can be brought on by
a change of season or a change in sleeping rabbits such as waking up too late. Make sure to see a doctor to
determine whether your feelings of loneliness are not being caused by any physical conditions, or drug side
effects. Also while you are there have a general checkup and ask your doctor how much you can push yourself
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at the gym. Be safe The key is to stay active and be consistent. Most importantly, stay safe. Going to the gym
is mandatory, but going percent is determined by your mood and confidence level. Its okay to have a lazy gym
day. Hence, lazy gym day not lazy day. Going to the gym should be a psychologically and physical release,
not a torture. Your accomplishments here will not only help you stay healthy, it will also give you a deep
sense of personal accomplishment and freedom from health problems. They are a gift if you learn how to
control them. If you do not know how to control these negative thoughts from taking over your mind, it will
take over your life. Filling your head with doubts, dwelling on negative thoughts will render any of the steps
in this guide pointless. Here is an article refuting the three most common thoughts about loneliness to
proactively address these negative thoughts. Control your thoughts You must be thinking, negative thoughts
can sometimes have a valid point. That is true, however, they need to be addressed in a controlled manner.
Growing up insecure, I would doubt every single step that I make. It has its disadvantages, but it also has its
advantages. Again, its part of me, so I have accepted it and have learned to address them in an effective
manner. I even had doubts about starting this website. I do not let negative thoughts get in the way of my
progress. When I felt like I have calmed down and in a more balance state of mind, that was when I
readdressed the doubts. In this situation I was able to address my doubts in a controlled and calculated manner.
I did not address it in a manner that would get me sleep deprived and less productive. I did not let the negative
thoughts run my life. Sometimes its best to write them down on a piece of paper to put yourself at ease. It will
get the negative thoughts off your head and allow you study them at a later time when you are calm. It just like
water, if you let it run rampant, it is like a tsunami that destroys everything in its path. If you learn how to
control it, and it becomes like a hydroelectric powerplant that is a clean source of renewable energy helping
grow communities. I am not exaggerating. If you learn to control your negative thoughts they become almost
like a super power. But again, you need to stick to the original plan, put these negative thoughts away and then
address them at a later more controlled state of mind. Lets recap how all of these steps fit so far using the
following scenario. You are on your way to meeting a new friend. On the way there, you are suddenly struck
by massive barrages of negative thoughts. Instead of getting lost in thought and calculating all the horrible
permutations in your head, you take a deep breathe and think of positive thoughts. This is where the previous
steps will help you. From the first step. If you have learned to love yourself, it will help alleviate your
insecurities of inadequacy. You know you are awesome, so no need to worry any further. Also you will realize
that you are not doing it for the person you are meeting, but for yourself. You want to have fun. From the
second step the promise to yourself will remind you that you are not just some pathetic person doing this for
shallow reasons. You are doing this for a promise. A promise to yourself that you will keep going until you
attain what you deserve.
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7: PRAYER AND FASTING FOR DELIVERANCE IN OUR TIME | Real Conversion
I cannot write an essay for you, but I can point to specifics that deal with the theme of loneliness and isolation in John
Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men.. George is a lonely man.

They have structure, ranks, functions and orders. There are powers, principalities, evil forces in this world and
spiritual wickedness in high places. Some categories are spirit guides, fallen angels, wizards, ghosts,
phantoms, vampires, spooks, genii, monsters, sylphs, aliens, gnomes, imps, demons, devils, nature spirits and
evil spirits male and female. Gnomes would include dwarfs, elves and minihunes which are one of the four
divisions of earth spirits. Nature spirits have to do with fire, water, wind and earth. Evil spirits work in
different areas such as magic. A great deal of time has been spent by both brilliant Christians and satanic
magicians to chart out the names, ranks and structure of the demonic army that Satan commands. One accurate
method of ranking demons has ranks of demons, with No. The numbers of top level demons are numbered in
the trillions, while the lower level imps are incredibly numerous. Satan has a vast army of evil spirits to use
against humans. Early Christians and the occult have often divided up the evil spirits nature spirits under fire,
water, wind, and earth. The power of Enochian magic comes from the Watchtowers of these four elements.
The principalities and powers exercise dominion over spirits. Each of these types of evil spirits has a number
of specialists in a family. Where sin flings wide the gates, the vital thing to remember is that there can be a
demon of anything. The demons prefer to be called spirits; probably because of their pride. You redeemed me
by your blood and I belong to you, and I want to live for you. I forgive others as I want you to forgive me.
Forgive me and cleanse me with your blood. I come to you as my deliverer. You know my special needs: I call
upon you; deliver me and set me free. Satan, I renounce you and your works. I loose myself from you. I have
sought supernatural experience apart from you and disobeyed your Word. I want you to help me renounce
these things and cleanse me in body, soul and spirit. I renounce witchcraft and magic, both black and white;
Ouija boards and occult games; seances, clairvoyance and mediums; ESP, second sight, and mind reading;
fortune telling, palm reading, tea-leaf reading, crystal balls, Tarot and card laying; astrology and interest in
horoscopes; the heresy of reincarnation and healing groups involved in metaphysics; hypnosis; curiosity about
future or past, and which is outside Thy Will; water witching and dowsing, levitation, body lifting, table
tipping, psychometry and automatic writing; astral projection and demonic skills; literature I read in these
fields and vow that I will destroy such books in my own possession; psychic and occult; cults that deny THE
BLOOD OF CHRIST; philosophies that deny THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST; and evil spirits that bind and
torment me. I break curses placed on me from occult sources; psychic heredity, and demonic holds upon my
family line as a result of the disobedience of my ancestors; bonds of physical and mental illness; and demonic
subjection to my mother, father, grandparents and human beings. I have not loved, but have resented certain
people and have unforgiveness in my heart, and I call upon you to help me forgive them. I do forgive name
them, both living and dead and ask you to forgive them. I do forgive and accept myself. You died on the cross
for my sins and rose again from the dead. I renounce unbelief and doubt as sin. I confess my sins and repent. I
ask you to forgive me. I believe that your blood cleanses me from sin. I renounce these and turn away from
them. I humble myself before you and come to you as a little child. You know my problems name them , the
things that bind, that torment, that defile and harass me. I loose myself from evil spirits and influences, and
satanic bondages. My sins are forgiven. I am made holy, set apart to GOD. Satan has no part in me, no power
over me. I ask you to send angels to break, cut and sever fetters, bands, ties and bonds, whether they be by
word or deed. I ask you to loose the Seven-Fold Spirit of God: I ask for you to send your angels to unearth and
break earthen vessels, bonds, bands and bindings that have been put upon my soul, willingly or unawares. I
ask you to have them free my soul from bondage by whatever means is required. I ask you to send your angels
to gather and restore the pieces of my fragmented mind, will and emotions to their proper place. Bring them
into their original positions perfectly as you planned them when you formed Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden. I have power and authority that has been delegated to me. I break, cast out and return to the sender, the
power of curses upon my head and soul. I surrender myself completely and unreservedly in areas of my life to
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you. I take a stand against the workings of Satan that would hinder me in my prayer life. I address myself only
to the true and living GOD, and refuse involvement of Satan in my prayer. Satan, I command you to leave my
presence with your demons. I resist the endeavors of Satan and his wicked spirits to rob me of the will of
GOD. I choose to be transformed by the renewing of my mind. I pull down the strongholds of Satan. I ask you
to forgive them for their sins and mistakes. I remit their sins, sever demonic ties, and set myself free. I ask that
GOD forgive me Godwards for my sins, and I forgive myself inwards for sins against my body. I am careful to
give you the glory, honor, praise and credit for what is said and done. I break curses, charms, spells, jinxes,
psychic powers, hexes, vexes and demonic ties that bind. I break soul ties caused by witchcraft, sorcery,
bewitchment and sexual sins. Restore my fragmented soul: Stir up the demons in my subconscious mind so
that they can be identified and cast out. Taking Spiritual Authority Over The Meeting Behold, I give unto you
power to tread on serpents and scorpions big and little demons , and over all the power of the enemy: We
come against powers, principalities, evil forces in this world and spiritual wickedness in high places. We come
against demons inside or outside of anyone present, over this city, state, nation and world, in Hell or out of
Hell. We sit in heavenly places over Satan, fallen angels, demons and forces of evil. We command you to line
up in rank, file and order, and come out quickly. I ask that GOD forgive me and them. I break curses placed on
me and my descendants from uttering a wish of evil against one; to imprecate evil, to call for mischief and
injury to fall upon; to execrate, to bring evil upon and to; to blast, vex, harass and torment with great
calamities. I break the curses back to ten generations and even to Adam and Eve on both sides of my family,
and destroy legal holds and grounds that demons have to work in my life. I rebuke, break, loose myself and
my children from evil curses, charms, vexes, hexes, spells, jinxes, psychic powers, bewitchment, witchcraft
and sorcery that have been put upon me and my family line from persons, occult and psychic sources, and I
cancel connected and related spirits and command them to leave me. I thank you, LORD, for setting me free.
Forgive me for developing evil soul ties. I forgive those who would control me. Finally, I break agreements
with those that form evil soul ties. I confess occultism and false religions as sin. I repent and renounce these
sins and ask you to forgive me. I renounce Satan and his works: I hate his demons; I count them my enemies. I
close the door on occult practices, and I command such spirits to leave me. I renounce, break and loose myself
and my children from psychic powers, bondages, and bonds of physical and mental illness, upon me and my
family line, as the results of parents and other ancestors. I renounce, break and loose myself from demonic
subjection to my mother, father, grandparents, and other human beings, living and dead, that have dominated
me. I forgive my ancestors and ask that you would forgive me for participating in occult and false religion. I
renounce fortune telling, magic practices and spiritism, cults and false teachings, and Satan worship. I break
curses and soul ties brought about by psychic heredity, occult contacts and religious cults. I break demonic
holds on my family line due to supernatural experiences apart from GOD including the following forbidden
practices: We loose legions of angels including the following Godly spirits: Sinful activities of former
residents left curses. Knocking and noisy ghosts and apparitions poltergeist phenomenon. Owl and frog
images. Graven images of gods represent demons. Idols and artifacts dedicated to demons. Ouija boards and
other occult paraphernalia. Prayers to and worship of demons bring curses. Rings, bracelets, necklaces, charms
and other jewelry given to a person by someone in witchcraft.
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8: GOT DEMONS? | Inner Healing & Deliverance
Deliverance from loneliness Please pray for God to send good people into my life so that I may have good friends and
especially someone to share my life with. Sometimes the loneliness is so overwhelming.

Be gracious to each hurting soul I pray, and ask that many would find their comfort and succour in You..
Fulfil Your many promises to those that are lonely and afflicted I pray. Set the lonely in families free as Your
Word has decreed and lead the prisoners forth with singing! And Lord, You have promised that even though
mother, father and all our loved ones forsake us You will never ever leave us nor forsake us. Thank You for
the many precious promises that are specially for those that are lonely.. Lord I know that You have promised
to help the afflicted and set free those that are all alone in families.. I pray that You would do just that in my
life â€” so that I may rediscover the joy of my salvation and overcome the depression that sweeps over me so
often, when I find that I am on my own and have no one to talk to. You have promised to help the afflicted and
to comfort those that are hurting. Turn Your loving-kindness towards me at this time I pray, comfort my
hurting soul and renew a right spirit within me â€” this I ask in Jesus name, Amen A Prayer When Feeing
Lonely How I thank You heavenly Father that You are there all the time and have promised never to leave me
nor to forsake me. What a great comfort it is to know that no matter where I am or what I am doing, I can call
upon You, day or night.. Lord, You know that there are times when I feel so very lonely. I feel that no one I
know or seems to understand or even cares. I realise that they all have their own problems and interests - but
even those that I am closest to.. Lord I know that part of the problem is that I am focussing on myself and my
own needs instead of realising that many other people are probably feeling much the same as me.. Help me
Lord to turn the eyes of my heart toward You every moment of the day and away from myself.. Thank You for
being my Comforter and Counsellor â€” I pray that I may draw close to You in a way that I have never known
before so that Your comfort and grace may flow through me to others who are going through a similar
loneliness â€” this I ask in Jesus name, Amen Prayer For Conquering Loneliness Loving Lord, I feel so lonely
at times.. Help me not only to cope with loneliness but to conquer it. I know that You have said that You are
with us all the time and that You have promised never to leave us nor forsake me - and I believe Your word is
true. Help me to rise above all the negative feelings that loneliness brings.. I ask for Your comfort and peace,
especially during those moments of intense loneliness when I feel so incredibly alone and helpless. I long for
just one person to show a little love and care â€” and yet the people that I know are too busy with their own
lives to notice the intense pain that I am going through. Thank You Lord that no matter who forsakes me or
displays disinterest in my life â€” that You are a faithful and ever-present friend, Who has promised never to
leave me nor forsake me and that no matter what difficulties or problems I may faceâ€¦ You are always there
to love and to care - and to support with Your sufficient grace. Touch the hearts all those.. Comfort all our
hearts. And I pray that You would help us to grow in grace so that we may be enabled to show comfort and
succour to others who are facing times of great loneliness and pain. This I ask in Jesus name, Amen
Loneliness After Being Betrayed Loving Lord You called those that are lonely and burdened to come to You
and to rest in You and to put the difficulties, hardships and responsibilities of life onto Your shoulders â€” for
You have promised to gently lead us and to carry us in Your loving arms - and to be with us no matter who
else may leave us or hurt us or betray us. Lord I feel betrayed and so alone at this time. This betrayal of a dear
friend has been like a shadow of death entering my heart. Lord, You know and understand how painful it is
when a dear friend that you lived with and loved and trusted betrayed Youâ€¦ and I am in that position now.
Comfort me in my sorrow I pray, and be with me throughout this difficult ordeal. Thank You Lord that You
are the One that binds up the broken-hearted and nurtures those that are alone and afraid. I know that Your
grace is sufficient, even in this deep loneliness that I am facing - but give me the grace to face the future with
You at my side, in Jesus name I pray, Amen Loneliness and Prayer For a Companionship Dear heavenly
Father, draw close to me I pray for I am on my own and at times I can feel so lonely â€” sometimes it is harder
when others are around me, especially whey they have the companionship of a spouse or a close friend.
Sometimes Lord it hurts so much â€” but give me Your strength and patience to wait Your good timing. Lord
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You search the inner thoughts of my mind and You know my needs better than I know them myself and so
Father I place this need of companionship into You hands and ask that You would give me a measure of Your
patient endurance. O Lord, You have searched me and You know me. You know when I sit and when I rise;
You perceive my thoughts from afar. Lord please use this time of solitude to draw me closer to Yourself â€” to
get to know You more and to love You betterâ€¦ for in my heart I know that You alone can fill this aching
void in my life. Lord I realise that there are many people in the world who are facing similar loneliness today
â€” be the God of Comfort to each and every one I pray and use the loneliness that they and I are going
through to bring us into close fellowship with Yourself - so that we may be comforted in You and be a
comfort to others in similar need. Amen Prayer For Loneliness In Marriages Dear Lord, You created us male
and female and designed us as relational beings, to live together in a marriage partnership and yet we know
that there are many who discover themselves to be lonely and often unloved or even rejected in their
marriages. Restore what has gone sour in such marriages we pray, heal the brokenness and isolation and
comfort each aching heart.. Father I know that this is not how You ordained marriage to be in the beginning
but I feel so unloved, unwanted and isolated that my heart is breaking and I just long to have a normal
relationship with my spouse, whom I love dearly.. Lord I begin to understand that there are many lonely
people â€” many hurting people in the world today â€” many who are putting on a pretence of being happy
and yet they are crying out for the companionship of someone who really cares. Lord give me an
understanding and compassion for those that are lonely and draw close to all who are facing loneliness today.
Lord You are the only One Who can truly fill the aching void in the lives of lonely people â€” and so I bring
each one to You and pray that Your holy Spirit would touch hearts that are lonely and bind up their
brokenness today I pray, and draw many into a closer walk with Yourself, in Jesus name I pray, Amen Prayer
For Those Who Are Lonely Dear heavenly Father, I come to You today to lift up those that are lonely and who
feel deserted or left alone by those they love.. Draw very close to them Lord.. I pray that You would draw
close to them and make Yourself known, in a very special way in Jesus name I pray, Amen.
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9: I need help on the theme of loneliness and isolation for an essay on Of Mice and Men. | eNotes
Loneliness. Most Relevant Verses. Far from my deliverance are the words of my groaning. O my God, I cry by day, but
You do not answer; And by night, but I have no.

For some people it is not a problem but for a considerable number it is a severe one. Many married couples
carry colossal burdens which are frequently obvious. The trials of singleness are often not appreciated or
understood as they are so inward. In writing of my spiritual pathway as a single woman, now 66, I realise
married people may read this as well as those who are single. If I tread on any toes in the first part of what I
say, please bear with me and read to the end. My story has a wonderful conclusion due entirely to Jesus Christ,
my Lord and Saviour. I give Him all the glory. I was brought up in Cornwall, in a non-Christian home, by
good parents who went regularly to the local Methodist Chapel. As the middle one of three sisters, I had a very
happy childhood. My father was a teacher. He and my mother sacrificed a great deal to educate us and we all
became Junior school teachers. My parents were very happily married for which I truly thank God. When
growing up and as a young woman my one and only ambition in life was to be happily married, with my own
home and children. I loved housework, cooking and gardening and had a high ideal for marriage, knowing I
would never be content with second best. My heart was not in teaching and I did not really feel cut out for it,
but had to earn my living. I came to Southampton to start my teaching career in September and was converted
that Christmas at the age of Being a keen, zealous Christian, I tried to obey God in every way. A happy
marriage I regarded as the greatest blessing in life after conversion. I knew that a Christian should only marry
another Christian but no Mr Right came along. Friends and Weddings About a year after my conversion I
started to share lodgings with a Christian girl friend. Soon after this she became engaged and talked
incessantly about her wedding. I was her bridesmaid and it took all my spare money that summer to buy my
dress, shoes, wedding present and train fare to her home. She sailed off to a rosy future and I returned alone to
my lodgings, resolving never to be a bridesmaid again. After a day of teaching and a discouraging session, I
often felt desolate and lonely on returning to an empty room. It drove me to read my Bible and pray. Another
Christian then lived with me. She helped me a great deal but it was not the same as having a husband. At the
end of two years she moved away to teach elsewhere. This I found very hard and I remember thinking that
married couples had their partner for life whereas, with single people, friends may come and go. Later on my
younger sister, who had become a Christian and was engaged,, shared my lodgings. She was very considerate
of my feelings but it was hard to watch her making her wedding dress, knowing that shortly my lot was to be
on my own once more. However God impressed upon me that if I did not love my sister I did not love Him. It
was as simple as that. She soon started courting and never had time to talk. I made up my mind never to live
with another young woman again. During my twenties nearly all my friends and cousins got married. Going to
weddings was a great ordeal. I tried to smile and look happy, but inwardly felt sick at heart. It was never my
turn. Then came the babies to be smiled at and admired. I longed to have a baby of my own, but could not say
so. Giving wedding and baby presents seemed endless. I was home at the time. That was not easy either. My
two sisters subsequently each had three children and every school holiday when I went home my mother
talked about them continually. I loved my nephews and nieces, but it rubbed in the fact that I had no children
of my own. I used to reproach myself for being envious, but the story of Hannah was a great comfort to me.
The Bible does not condemn her for being envious, but says she was provoked. I found it extremely hard to
live as an adult, single daughter with my parents. I have also noted over the years that parents often treat
married children with more deference and respect than they do a single son or daughter. Each holiday I
attended a chapel in the village, run by my old schoolmaster. I loved his ministry and the small midweek
Prayer and Bible Study meeting. The congregation consisted of 15 to 20 people, some of whom were
Christians and some were not. I had no friends as there was no one younger than me or around my age. Some
elderly ladies were kind and hospitable. Inner Feelings I was unhappy inwardly and desperately lonely, but
clung to the Lord and my Bible. Psalm 50 v The only relief and pleasure I found was in Christian service; this
helped me not to be self-pitying. I was a hard working, active church member and often visited people worse
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off than myself as this restored my spiritual perspective. Being a Christian I tried to do my job well at school,
but did not enjoy it. My longing was for Mr. Right to come along and whisk me off, but he never did. I felt
resentful at having to work so hard to earn my living while many Christian wives could stay at home
supported by their husbands. I hated always having to make decisions on my own, and to have no one to lean
on for comfort, support and companionship. At school I was often a hard, unloving teacher. Other aspects of
Singleness When shopping it was very hard to view couples holding hands and having their arms around each
other. No one ever held my hand or hugged or touched me. Hugs from Christians or relatives are not the same
as those of a husband. My younger sister did meet her husband to be but there was no one for me. I was deeply
disappointed and fed up. I did not enjoy the holiday. Of course, it is understandable that couples need time
together to prepare for a life-long partnership, but it is very hard to be on the receiving end of being left alone.
I appreciate that some couples do make an effort to consider single friends and many Christian families are
very hospitable and kind to lonely people. To carry all these labels is very humiliating. Many married people
are wonderfully caring of their elderly parents, but I have known in my lifetime a considerable number of
cases where the burden of elderly parents has fallen heavily on a single daughter or son. The media was also
very difficult. It only needed one picture to stir up sinful desires. This is now a far greater problem for young
people than it used to be. There was a constant emphasis on smart weddings as THE great aim for couples.
Their longing was understandable, but I used to think how thankful they should be, and how wealthy they
were compared with single people. They did have a partner in life and were not continually lonely, lacking in
companionship and physically frustrated. As I have got older I have talked with a number of widows or
divorced women. They have said that they did not realise how hard it was for single women until they were
alone themselves. I know a highly intelligent disabled single man in his early forties who says he has found
singleness a far greater trial than his disability. Over the years I read a number of books on Singleness. Instead
of helping me they irritated me. They invariably talked about what fulfilling lives single people could lead.
Nobody had tried harder than me to be busy and active, but I did not feel fulfilled and was lonely and
frustrated. When one is basically unhappy, no hobby is a pleasure, and it is very difficult to relax at home. In a
book about stress on the mission field, it was interesting to read that a large number of single missionaries
found that their greatest trial was singleness. Church Life Much of my twenties was spent in a small church
which I loved. Spiritually, in general, I was very happy there, and worked enthusiastically. I admired the love,
kindness and unselfishness of the minister and his wife and knew that, if I had been happily married, I would
never have been as self-sacrificing as they were. The congregation was very well taught and cared for. The
married couples were kind and hospitable. However, church life was hard as a single woman. The minister and
elders were happily married men and they and their wives had little understanding of the trials and viewpoint
of single people. Consequently they frequently, unwittingly provoked them and then went on to misunderstand
and misjudge them. They expected single people to accept their preaching, counsel, decisions, and correction,
but were not always prepared to listen likewise to single people.
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